HOW TO CALCULATE: Housing Demographics Using Fact Finder

To calculate recreational housing you will need Fact Finder’s Table QT-H1 from the 2010 Census
Step 1: Begin at the American Factfinder main page. In the Topics search window, enter in recreational housing. (You can also find your specific community by entering the name in the State, County or Place search window.)

NOTE: There are several ways to obtain this data from American FactFinder. This is one method.

A more comprehensive tutorial is available on the Census website.

Then select GO
Step 2: Select Tables QT-H1 (2010 SF1 100%). Then click on View.
Here is the 2010 data. I suggest downloading the data in Excel™ or other spreadsheet program to facilitate the calculations. Or, you can do the calculations manually.
Step 3: The Recreational Housing data can be found under *Vacancy Status*.